For the greater interest of the poor living below poverty line. Jirania R D Block is implementing various developmental works from the very beginning of its inception. In this respect, greater changes have occurred in the socio-economic condition of the villagers. All of the developmental works are implemented by Jirania RD Block in consultation with the PRI bodies funded by R.D Department and other funding agencies. In this respect, dwelling houses are constructed for the rural poor villagers under Indira Awaas Yojana Smti Kamala Pati Debbarma W/O Gopal Debbarma at Paschim Devendranagar ADC Village under Jirania R D Block is one of them. A dwelling house was constructed for her in 2007-08. Estimated cost of the house was Rs.33,900/- (Rupees Thirty Three thousand Nine hundred) only. That house was constructed by the supplied materials through R D Department and local labour’s. Today all beneficiaries are very much pleased. She resides in that house along with his family members without any tense. Like her thousands of people are befitting through various developmental works implemented by Jirania R D Block.
For the greater interest of the poor living below poverty line, Jirania R D Block is implementing various developmental works from the very beginning of its inception. In this respect, greater changes have occurred in the socio-economic condition of the villagers. All of the developmental works are implemented by Jirania RD Block in consultation with the PRI bodies funded by R.D Department and other funding agencies. In this respect, dwelling houses are constructed for the rural poor villagers under Indira Awaas Yojana Sri Dulu Kr Debbarma S/O Sukmani Debbarma at Bardhaman Thakur Para ADC Village is one of them under Jirania R D Block is one of them. A dwelling house was constructed for him in 2007-08. Estimated cost of the house was Rs.33,900/- (Rupees Thirty Three thousand Nine hundred) only. That house was constructed by the supplied materials through R D Department and local labour’s. Today all beneficiaries are very much pleased. He resides in that house along with his family members without any tense. Like him thousands of people are befitting through various developmental works implemented by Jirania R D Block.
Success Story of Indira Awaas Yojana 2007-08
Under Jirania R D Block

For the greater interest of the poor living below poverty line, Jirania R D Block is implementing various developmental works from the very beginning of its inception. In this respect, greater changes have occurred in the socio-economic condition of the villagers. All of the developmental works are implemented by Jirania RD Block in consultation with the PRI bodies funded by R.D Department and other funding agencies. In this respect, dwelling houses are constructed for the rural poor villagers under Indira Awaas Yojana. Smti Mairam Bibi W/O Farid at Joynagar Gram Panchayat is one of them under Jirania R D Block is one of them. A dwelling house was constructed for her in 2007-08. Estimated cost of the house was Rs.33,900/- (Rupees Thirty Three thousand Nine hundred) only. That house was constructed by the supplied materials through R D Department and local labour’s. Today all beneficiaries are very much pleased. She resides in that house along with his family members without any tense. Like her thousands of people are befitting through various developmental works implemented by Jirania R D Block
Mungiaakami R. D. Block established in the year of 2002. It is the youngest Block in Tripura. Most of the area fallen under the Atharamura range. The Block Headquarter is situated at Mungiaakami in Atharamura range. Earlier there were 2/3 ordinary shops beside the 44 No. National Highway. Now, it has been ungraded as Mini Town. All kind of infrastructure like CIC, Vision Centre, Bank, Post Office, PHC, Growth Centre, Motor stand & Rail Station etc. have been created. The Market is flourishing day by day. It has been crying need to develop surrounding of Market area as thousand of people assemble in market day. Now, it has been terminated as business growth centre in Atharamura range. 5 (five) Nos. ADC Village people & Numbers of SHG are getting benefits by selling their products.

The Development of area really brought a new era for the adjacent area people well as for businessmen who are coming from outside.

This vast work was only possible because of National Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) and best endeavour of local people.

*****
Government has recognized shelter as a basic human requirement, which needs to be meet on a priority basis. Housing for all is the goal of the Government. Indira Awas Yojana is the scheme that provides houses to the people belongs to BPL category, Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Land Reforms Beneficiaries & others who find place in the IAY waiting list. In the financial year 2008-09 total 140 no of IAY houses have been sanctioned to Khowai R.D.Block each costing an amount of Rs. 38,500/-. Out of these, details of three completed IAY houses under this block are given below.

Sabitri Das from Madhya Ganki GP, Binodini Rudra Paul & Chauni Munda from Gournagar GP belong to Scheduled Caste, General and Scheduled Tribe community respectively. Each of them is very poor and did not have any habitable houses before and used to lead a very miserable life before they got the houses under IAY scheme. Now, they are very pleased with their present houses built under IAY scheme and leading a better life now.

1. IAY Work Order No. 4207-11 dated 24.10.2008, Madhya Ganki GP

Name of the Beneficiary: Sabitri Das W/O Binod Das
Belong to Scheduled Caste Community
2. IAY Work Order No. 4222-26 dated 24.10.2008, Gournagar GP

Name of the Beneficiary: Binodini Rudra Paul W/O Lt. Bipin Rudra Paul
Belong to General Category
3. IAY Work Order No. 4222-26 dated 24.10.2008, Gournagar GP

Name of the Beneficiary: Chauni Munda W/O Fulchand Munda
Belong to Scheduled Tribe Community
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